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CANADA’S PROSPECTS

STRESS AND COPING WITH QUEBEC’S IMPENDING

REFERENDUM: A REPATRIATION ACT
Lawrence McDonough and Timothy Thomas

Canada as a nation is evolving socially,

economic ally and politically. The Charter of Rig hts and

Freedoms, globalization, an d the redistr ibution of federal

and provincial resp onsibilities contribu te to the ongoing

changes in Canadian life. These changes have produced

a palpable level of anxiety  and stress. Canadian political

institutions also are evolving as a response to new

conflicts among different and overlapping groups. One

of the most trying of these evolutions implicates the very

unity of the nation. In this paper we examine the stresses

being placed on C anadians, and  particularly the anxiety

being felt by Canadians in Quebec. We consider first

some of the prognostications that have been made in the

event of a referendum favouring the separation of

Quebec from Canada. We also consider suggested

institutional changes which have been offered as

solutions to the unity issue. The paper discusses various

strategic options such as “Plan A” (constitutional

renewal) — tentatively initiated by the Calgary

declaration of the provincial premiers — and  the more

“hardline” approach of “Plan B ,” which entails

discussion of the serious consequences for all Canadians

(especially Quebece rs) in the event of Quebec secession.

Such consequences include the potential revocation of

Canadian citizenship of anyone electing to become a

Quebec citizen, discussions about borders, the

submission of debt questions to international arbitration,

and the potential partitioning of the newly created

nation-state to accommodate the citizenship desires of

alienated groups contained within it who do not choose

to alter their citizenship.

It is with the latter that this paper concerns itself.

Ironically, a Southam-COMPA S poll conducted in May

1997 indicated that half of Quebecers — including 45

per cent of the provin ce’s francoph ones —  agreed with

the principle that if Canada is divisible, so too is Quebec.

Strong majorities agreed that specific regions of Quebec,

such as Montreal’s West Island, the Eastern Townships

and the Outaou ais, have the right to  remain part of

Canada if other parts of Quebec decide to secede.

Seventy-five per cent of Quebecers — including 72 per

cent of francophone respondents — supported the right

of northern Quebec’s C ree and Inuit  to remain in Canada

under the same circumstances. 1 

In the event of Quebec secession, Quebec’s

Aboriginal concerns w ill differ considerab ly from those

of the former province’s anglophone and allophone

communities. The bulk of Quebec’s Aboriginal

communities are contained within unique, specified

geographical spaces that do not consist of many residen ts

whose citizenship claims would differ from the local

majority in the eve nt of Qu ebec sec ession. The same

cannot be said of Quebec’s anglophone and allophone

communities which are much more  inter-connected  with

Quebec’s  francophone majority. Indeed, M ontreal’s

west-island — long considered a bastion of anglo-

Quebecers  — is now over fifty per cent francophone.

Other international examples of the partitioning of

commun ities reveal that those of the culturally and

geograph ically inter-connected variety often have

resulted in unintended consequences such as violence,

despite generous sen timents such as those made evident

by the Southam-COMPAS poll. It is the consequences of

such “inter-connec tedness” that this p aper intends to

resolve and it is for this reason  that the proposal

contained within this paper — which involves the

geographical relocation of citizens — is more relevant to

Quebec’s  anglophone and allophone communities rather

than its Aboriginal ones.

A defining characteristic of the literature concerning

Quebec’s  potential secession is a multidimensional and

possibly  protracted period of uncertainty co upled with

considerable  institutional chan ge. These un certainties

and institutional change can be expected to increase

anxiety and stress felt by all Canadians but particularly

by Quebecers. We argue, therefore, that some action can

be taken at the political level which would  serve to

reduce the anxiety of Canadians in Quebec as well as the

rest of Canada independently of political strategies of the

1 P. Wells, “Quebecers divided on partition” Montreal

Gazette  (15 May 1997) A1.
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federal or provincial governm ents in the unity debate. To

this effect, we propose a repatriation act (our “Plan C”)

designed to provide a strategy-neutral response to the

build-up of anxiety and stress which surrounds any

referendum debate and the aftermath of the referendum.

In the event of a secessionist referendum result and a

failed “Plan A” —  be it incremental or negotiated — we

believe that our “Plan C” would minimize societal

disruption and upheaval during the period dominated by

the conf licts foreca st under  “Plan B .”

PROGNOSTICATIONS

Prior to the Referendum of 1995
Prior to the Referendum of 199 5 there was a

discernible  split between English-speaking and French-

speaking academic perspectives with respect to the

aftermath of a Yes vote.2 The English-speaking au thors

tended to consider the cost of uncertainty sufficiently

great to force rapid negotiations and, hence, inevitable

secession. On the other hand, the French-speaking

authors suggested that negotiations would be necessary,

but extended, due to the uncertainties that would ensue

regarding economic conditions as well as the leadership

of the rest- of-Can ada (RO C). 

The striking theme in all of these perspectives is the

role of uncertainty. There would be uncertainty regarding

the legal structures and the rule of law which some

suggest might precipitate  sporadic  violence. Un certainty

would  surround a number of economic decisions at the

national and provincial level as well as at the firm and

individual levels. Uncertainty also would create political

instability within Canada and within Quebec. From this

perspective, prognostications about secession are simply

views about the w ays in which  individuals w ithin society

and society as a whole might deal with very stressful

events in which uncertainty plays a key role.

After the Referendum

Following the 1995 referendum many academ ic

assessments  ensued but the one overriding theme that

permeated and continu es to permeate all  of the literature

is that of uncertainty  — both socially and institutionally.

Robert Young conclu des that “... in the end, there are

many alternative futu res open to Ca nadians and  to

Quebecers ... The political future and change in our

institutional structures remain open .”3 The relationsh ip

between institutional structures and th e path ahead  is

crucial. These structures include virtually every facet of

contemporary  Canadian  existence be it legal, social,

economic  or political. Charles Taylor has challenged the

“rest-of-Canada” to come up  with a formu lation

recognizing Quebec’s distinctiveness, acceptable to  both

Quebec and the W est; Tom Flanagan has suggested that

the quid pro quo for the West may be to rework some or

all of the status quo regarding the Senate, bilingualism

and equalization; Tom Courchene has challenged

Canadians to develop interprovincial mechanisms that

can achieve positive social and economic integration;

while Francois Rocher has issued a call to  get away from

what he terms “authoritarian drifting” and to rearrange a

democratic  dialogue about econom ic restructu ring. A ll of

this has led Robert Young  to question whether our

institutions are up to the task  of defining su bsidiarity and

managing coordination. Linda Cardinal warns that

national unity will not be  realized if solu tions are

imposed on constituent groups, regions or communities

in Canada, while Roger Gibbons suggests that the

federally-legislated veto for Quebec and four other

regions has added a n unneed ed burden  to the difficult

task of constitutional change.4

Various rationales for institutional change have been

expressed eloquently by others, the most prominent of

which emphasize th e role played b y our fragme nted

value system. Taylor highlights our g reat difficulty in

sharing “identity space” while Alan Cairns warns of

Canada’s great divergence of identity. Louis Balthazar

argues that the English Canadian tendency to make

comparisons of itself relative to the traditions of Great

Britain and the United States is alienating for most

2 In S. Dion, “The Dynamic of Secessions: Scenarios after a

Pro-Separatist Vote  in a Quebec Referendum” (1995) 28

Canadian Journal o f Political Science 533, five books

published in the year preceding the October 1995

referendum are review ed: M . Côté , Le rêve de la terre

promise: les coûts de l’indépendance (Montréal: Stanké,

1995);  J.P. De rrienn ic, Nationalisme et démocratie:

réflexion sur les illus ions des  indépe ndantis tes québ écois

(Mon tréal: Boréal, 1995); A. Freeman and P. Grady,

Dividing the House: Planning for a Canada Without

Quebec  (Toron to: H arper Collin s, 199 5); G. G ibson , Pan

B: The Future  of the Rest of Canada (Vancouver: Fraser

Institute, 1994 ); and R . You ng, The Secession of Quebec

and the Future of Canada (Montreal: M cGill-Queen ’s

University Pres s, 1995).

3 R. Young in J. Trent, R. Young, and G. Lach apelle , eds.,

Quebec-Canada, What is the Path Ahead (Ottawa:

University of Ottawa Press, 1996) at 356.
4 See C. Taylor, “Sharing Identity Space”; T. Flanagan,

“Shou ld a Supermajority be Required in Referendum on

Separation?”; T.J.  Courchene, “Revitalizaing and

Rebalancing Canadian Federalism: In Quest of a New

‘National Policy’”; F.  Rocher,  “Économie désaxée et

dérive autorita ire”; R.A. Young, “Political Economy:

Interconnectedness and Quest ions  Aris ing Therefrom”;    R.

Gibbins, “Western Canada in the Wake of the Events of

1995";  L. Cardinal, “Les minorités nationales ou

linguistiques dans un nouveau  rapport Q uébec-C anada”  all

in Trent et al. , ibid .
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Quebec nationalists while Gérard Boismenu has pointed

out the diametrically opposed views of En glish and

French Canada regarding constitutional change and the

meaning of a referen dum. Sylvia Bashevkin has

pinpointed an essential institution at play in the disarray

with the following  statement:  “... Those of us who  work

with colleagues in Quebec  have a greater d uty than ever

to keep the  channe ls of com munica tion ope n.”5 Others

suggest a crash program of bridge building and

interactio n betw een all C anadian s. 

The 1995 referendum has also created an

international awareness of the unity issue a s well. S. Neil

MacFarlane addresses som e of the issues inv olved in

negotiation of secession, but more importantly raises

issues which have only been touched upon lightly by

many Canadian observers.  Not only does he contemp late

problems associated with NAFTA, NORAD, and NATO,

but also the potential fragmentation of the rest of

Canada.6 Thus, despite the constraint shown in Canadian

discussions with respect to these issues, these sources of

uncertainty  remain real and a part of the set of concerns

of individual Canadians.

The forces which lead to prescribing new or

changed economic and political institutions, such as

those listed above, emanate from the failure of social

institutions to provide a cohesion of shared values and an

identity for individuals with respect to the broader

society. One result is that Canadians live in a perpetual

state of heightene d uncertainty. T he pre- and p ost-

referendum literature makes it clear that the issue of

secession is very much alive and that the outcome o f a

further referend um is far from certain, both as concerns

the vote as well as the repercussions. Also clear is the

repeated importance o f uncertainty to th e issue. It is

worth  reviewing the major uncertainties which would be

encountered after a Yes vote. These include political,

legal, economic and social uncertainties.

Uncertainties
The political uncertainties inclu de both do mestic

and international aspects. Internal to Quebec, the

potential difficulties posed by partitionists as well as by

Aboriginal peoples are well known . Partitionists argue

that “Plan B” might also be a legal obligation for Canada

under the United Nations Universal Declaration of

Human Rights. Articles 15(1) (everyone has the right to

a nationality); 15(2) (no one sha ll be arbitrarily deprived

of his nationality); and 17(2) (no one shall be arbitrarily

deprived of his property) have relevance here.7

According to the Montrea l Gazette :8

A well-designe d “Plan B”  would  ensure that if

nationalists succeed in gaining majority support

among Quebecers, those opposed to that view

that every effort will be made to ensure that

they can remain Can adians and res ide in their

current commun ities with their current

property.

Internal to Canada, the legitimacy of the current

federal leadership certain ly would b e called into question

following a secessionist referendum result in Quebec,

much as uncertainty cu rrently prevails surro unding th e

issue of constitutional reform prior to the referendum. As

was the case with  the Meech and Charlottetown accords,

this uncertainty involves Aboriginal and W estern

Canadian concerns as well as Quebec’s. The threat of a

unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) and

concerns regarding the terms of debt repayment also

generate  uncertainty, especially vis-à-vis the potential for

adversarial or cooperative relations between the (various)

new sovereignties. Finally, political uncertainty will be

generated by the response or responses of the

international community. Those  of the United States and

France will be of particular concern and will have

implications for world trade and defence through

NAFTA, the WTO, and NATO.

In the event of a referendum in favour of some form

of Quebec secession, econom ic uncertainties will most

assuredly  arise despite assurances to the contrary. These

will include concern regarding Quebec’s investment

flows,  i t s  aggrega te  economic per formance,

unemplo yment,  debt, trade rules, and monetary policy.

Social services such as health and education are  topics of

major concern as w ill be the budge ts and taxation

designed to deal with them. In addition to the above

5 See A. Cairns, “Looking Back from the Future”;  L.

Baltahzar, “Valeurs  canadiennes  en  déperd i tion”;  G.

Boismenu, “Les valeurs sous-jacentes à  la joute politique:

De la conciliation raisonnable au combat final et

désespéré”; S. Bashevkin, “Myths and Rebuttals,” in Trent

et al., ibid.
6 S.N . MacFarlane,  “Sovereignty and Stabil ity:  The

Domestic  and  Regiona l  Securi ty Implicat ions  of Quebec

Sepa ra t ion”  (D a r tm o u th  C o ll e ge - H an o v er ,  New

Hampshire: A Report of a seminar sponsored by the John

Sloan Dickey  Center f or Interna tional U nderstanding,

1997) at 47-63.

7 D. Goodwin, “Planning for the worst makes a lot of sense”

Mon treal Ga zette  (2 May 1997) B2.
8 Ibid.
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issues, individual citizens will have concerns about their

propert y values  and secu rity of their  savings . 

The possibility of a referendum result in favour of

some form of Quebec secession leads to many legal and

jurisdictional uncertainties. There is a growing body of

opinion, both outside and within Quebec, which argues

that such referenda are themselves illegal according

Canada’s law and co nstitution and a ccording to

international law as well. Therefore, should Quebec

unilaterally declare independence, its territorial integrity

would  not necessarily be preserved. The most prominent

advocates of this position are Quebec journalist William

Johnson and lawyer and former Parti Québécois activist

Guy Bertrand. Many supp orters of the secessionist

position argue that these points are moot an d that it

would  be highly tenuous if not impossible to justify

thwarting the popular will by resorting to the courts.

Other debates in this domain revolve around the

legitimacy of the referenda process in Quebec and

include such topics as the clarity of the question or the

size of majority required to legitimize the disbanding of

a nation-state. Quebec’s referendum law, which imposes

spending limits on each side and who is to do the

spending, also has been contested in the highest  courts in

the land.9

Even if there were a consensu s to accept a

referendum in favour of some form of Quebec secession,

legal and jurisdictional uncertainties would exist

regarding trade rules, citizenship  and the role  of many of

Canada’s shared institutions, especially parliament. Alan

Cairns has written that there are no guarantees that the

federal governm ent — containing elected members from

Quebec — would be able to establish itself as the

legitimate voice for Canada in the event of a successful

secessionist initiative.10

Nobody wants  violence. Many ca ution abou t it. It is

softly treaded g round . Noneth eless, a prevailing sense of

uncertainty exists regarding its potential which is a

distinct, if not unspoken, reality. Most English-speaking

Canadians care deeply for their nation-state and such

caring can be found in  contemporary discourse as well as

in a long tradition o f artistic and intellectual endeavour

to this effect. The strength  of this caring should not be

underestimated. Nor should the Cree or Mohawk

attachments  to their own definitions of sovereignty. The

attachment of Québécois secessionists to the city of

Montreal and to the territorial integ rity of Quebe c should

not be dismissed lightly either, regardless of Plan B or

partitionist initiatives.

These uncertainties — be they political, economic,

legal or social — crea te stress in many ways. Moreov er,

they create a state of an xiety which  is anticipated, man-

made, an d prolo nged. 

STRESS AND COPING

Uncertainty, Stress and A nxiety
Anxiety  and stress are often  used interchan geably

with anxiety being a subset of stress. Stress  is defined as

the combination of a stressor and stress reactivity. Thus

it includes both a stimulus (stressor) and a response

(reactivity).11 The analysis of stress considers a sequence

of actions; an event or life situation followed by the

perception of the event as stressful (cognitive appraisal),

an emotional arousal, a physiologic al arousal and fin ally

consequences. Coping with stress involves intervention

in any or all of the steps in the sequence. Managing

stress is a question of co ntrol; the control th at a person

can have over oneself. “Managing stress is really just

exercising that control, rather than  giving it  up to others

or the en vironm ent.” 12 

State anxiety is a form of stress which is of

particular interest for the purpose s of this article. Anxiety

in a formal sense refers “to any of a variety of potential

reactions resulting from a threat to a person’s sense of

identity and worth.” 13 Anxiety as an emotional state can

be traced to a “disinteg ration of cogn itive systems”

which may lead to a variety of other symptoms

(phenom enal, physiological, and behavioral). The

secondary symptoms may further exacerbate the

cognitive disintegration.14 Averhill notes three biological

determinants  of anxiety. First, if this construct crumbles,

there is “an inner experience of catastrop he.”15 Fear of

the unknown is a second determinant of anxiety because

of its close association with the individual’s intellectual

functioning.16 In this case there is some anticipation of

9 Libman v. Quebec ,  [1997] 3 S.C.R. 569.
10 See his “Dre ams versus Reality in ‘Our’ Constitutional

Future: How M any Comm unities?” in A.C. Cairns,

Recon figuratio n: Canadian Citizensh ip and Constitutional

Change , ed. by D. C. Williams (Toronto: McC lelland &

Stewart, 1995) at 315-348.

11 J. Greenberg, Comprehensive Stress Management, 2nd ed.

(Dubuque Iowa: Wm. C. Brown, 1987) at 10.
12 Ibid. at 61.
13 J. Averh ill, “Emoti on and A nxiety, So ciocultura l,

Biolog ical, and Psychological Determinants”  in  M .

Zuckerman and C. Sp eilberg er, eds., Emotions and Fear

(Wiley, 1976) at 119.
14 Ibid .  at 120.
15 Ibid .  at 123.
16 Intellectual functioning refers to the conceptual

relationsh ip between an individual and their world. “Each

man must make a world into which he can  project himself”

(ibid . at 123).
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change. Attachment to friends, colleagues and close

relations is a third determinant of anxiety to the extent

that the meaning of one’s actions is relative to these

relationships. Disruption of the socially defined roles

thus causes anxiety. In addition to these biological

determinants, the main sociological determinant of

anxiety is one’s sense of attachment in a broader con text.

Individuals  construct their personal identity as a

relationship between themselves and society.17 

Each of the above determ inants of anxie ty have been

in play in Quebec for decades. Th e fundame ntal issue in

the referendum is change; change which would alter in

unknown ways Quebece rs’ relationships w ith their

world, their immediate social community, and the

broader social community.

The first point of intervention in order to cop e with

potential stressors occurs during the evaluation stage.

The cognitive appraisal of a potential event will be

different for different individuals and, for events which

are known, there are  many interventions possible.

However,  little is known ab out how in dividuals  cope

with uncertainty. Laz arus and Fo lkman highlight the

importance of uncertainty. “We are inclined to believe,

however,  that in naturalistic circumstances conditions of

maximum uncertainty are highly if not maxima lly

stressful.” 18 

The case of Montreal allows u s some insigh t into

this issue because it provides an o pportunity  to examine

the effects of uncertainty in naturalistic circumstances.

The most widely discussed manner in w hich Montreal

has suffered has been the loss of head offices and

employment supposedly as the result of language

policies and the desire fo r political sovereignty on the

part of various provincial governments of Quebec.

Accompanying the bankruptcies, layoffs, and the exodus

of head offices during the 1970s was a simultaneous

exodus of much of the city’s English-speaking

commun ity as a result of fears first aroused by the

October Crisis of 1970, compounded by the B ourassa

government’s  Bill 22 passed in 197 4 (the precurso r to

Bill 101), and then solidified by the election o f the Parti

Québécois (PQ). In the weeks following the 1976

Quebec provincial election, many westward-bound

moving vans made their way along the 401 (otherw ise

known as the Macdonald-C artier freeway between

Montreal and Toro nto) across the Qu ebec-Ontar io

border:

Following the 1970 October Crisis and the

election of the Parti  Québéco is Governm ent in

1976, more than 140 corporate head offices left

the province. They took with them 14,000 jobs

and precipitated the exodus of more than

1 0 0 , 0 0 0  m o s t l y  E n g l i s h - s p e a k i n g

Montrealers.19

The PQ’s Bill 10 1, with its sign law  provisions, its

limiting of access to English schooling , and its overall

hardening of Bill 22, propelled the exodus and ensured

that it wo uld not s ubside d uring th e 1980 s. 

Speaking to an audience in the fall of 1983 at the

University  of Montreal’s business scho ol, the École  des

Hautes Études Comm erciales, Quebec’s future premier

and then PQ Finance Minister, Jacques Parizeau,

expressed what was slowly becoming accepted wisdom

when he argued that people who had blamed the PQ

policies for the economic decline of Montreal had

ignored the fact that the decline dated back to a much

earlier period. He agreed that Parti Québécois policies

probably had some impact, but insisted that “it was

happening before.” 20 Parizeau claimed that the debate on

language of education in Quebec had been exaggerated

to the point where it was made to seem as though “the

economic  recovery of the province hung in the

balance .”21

There is some truth in  Parizeau’s words and, by this

time (1983), man y analysts  of the Montreal situation

agreed that the westward movement of economic centres

of decision caused some of the city’s decline and had

contributed to the rise of separatism in the late 1960 s, a

development which accelerated adverse trends.22

However many also noted that, although the PQ did not

deserve to be blamed for all of Montreal’s woes, it was

proving itself incapable of coming to terms with the

many proposed solutions for the city’s predicament

because of its fears that the city wo uld eventua lly

dissociate itself economically and culturally from the rest

of the province. By confining Montreal to the role of a

regional centre, c ritics argued that the PQ was denying

Montreal the ability to reestablish itself as an

international centre in a world  that increasingly stressed

the interdependence of economies.23 Currently, Quebec

17 Ibid .  at 124.
18 R. Lazarus and S. Folkm an, Stress, Ap praisal,  and Coping

(New Y ork: Springer, 19 84).

19 A. Bruce, “Montreal’s economy blooming again” The

Globe  & Ma il (9 January 1988) A15.
20 “Parizeau at U of M: Don’t blame the PQ for Montreal

decline” Mon treal Ga zette  (18 November 1983) E8.
21 Ibid.
22 D. Clift, “M ontreal’s fu ture han gs in  balance as culture

vies with commerce” Montreal Gazette  (7 February  1983)

7.
23 Ibid.
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Premier Lucien Bou chard and th e PQ are con tinuing to

perpetuate  such uncertainty with the promise of another

referendum and by reigniting the language issue.24 

For some, however, Montreal’s situation contained

a silver lining. In a speech deliv ered to the To ronto

Board of Trade Club in 1991, Guy J. Desmarais,

president of La Chambre de commerce du district de

Montréa l, noted that although the loss of at least 100,000

anglophones had hurt the Montreal economy:25

Some of those who left had been very negative

about Montreal, and were a major factor in the

negative perception of Montreal in other areas

of Canada. It is  impossible for any comm unity

to build with people whose heart is somew here

else. These peo ple no long er live in Mo ntreal,

and that alone has resulted in a more positive

atmosphere.

During the 1970s and 1980s, Montreal’s loss of head

offices, economic a nd administra tive activity, and a

sizable portion of its anglophone population had what

some might term a positive impact by “freeing-up” space

for economic activity on the part of Quebec franco-

phones. Such interpretations m ay be less persua sive in

the event of future out-m igration. A CR OP poll

conducted in March, 1995 found that, of the 23 per cent

who said they were  likely to leave Q uebec in  the event of

sovereignty, 59 per cent of non-francophones and 15 per

cent of francophones would leave. Translated into

population statistics, that would represent 528,000 non-

francophones and 639,000 francophones. It is not so

much the cultural characteristics of these would-be

emigrants  that are important, it is their potential numbers,

and the impact such an exodus might have upon

Montreal’s population base, upon its ability to tax and

provide services, and upon the relative strength of its

economy that is of continuing concern.26 

It has become apparent to all M ontrealers that, just

as the city cannot afford to endure the population exodus

it experienced in the earlier period, it also cannot afford

to lose even one more head office, let alone the

numerous losses that it endured in  the post-1976 period.

Nevertheless, there is much talk of Calgary displacing

Montreal as the city of choice for head offices w ishing to

locate elsewhere than Toronto. The same point also can

be made regarding investment losses resulting from the

political uncertainty  generated by the prospect of another

referendum. Sovereig nists deny this possibility as

vociferously  today as they did in the earlier period of PQ

rule, but some developments are undeniable. For

example, according to a study published by the Bureau

de la statistique du Québec in the fall of 1996, industrial

investors planned to pump 4.9 per cent less m oney into

the Montreal area this year than in 1995. As Montreal

declines, much of the rest of Canada grow s.27 By

October, 1996, private  investment lev els in Quebec had

fallen to a low of 17.4 per cent of investment in Canada,

well below Quebec’s 24.9 per cent population share.

While  investment lev els in Ontario rise, Quebec’s

continue to fall. 28 

Ironically, most Quebecers and even many

sovereignists are now co nvinced of th e negative

economic  impacts of political uncertainty in the province

of Quebec and especially  in the city of M ontreal. This

became readily apparent just prior to Mr. Bouchard’s

economic summit in October, 1996:29

Not surprisingly, the committees set up by the

government — headed by reputable

businessmen and community leaders —  are

having trouble coming up with new private-

industry investments or concrete job-creation

ideas that do not inv olve massive  public

spending. The reasons are not complicated. As

long as the prospect of independence hangs

over Quebec, as long as uncertainty dominates

the economic and political climate here,

investors will continue to avoid Quebec. Until

that changes, repairing the economy will not be

possible. More and  more peop le are beginning

to publicly recogn ize that simple truth. A ction

Démocratique leader Mario Dumont urged the

government to put off plans for a referendum

for a decade at least. A weekend poll shows

that more than half of all Quebecers agree. Last

week, Mayor Bourque said political uncertainty

is killing the city.

Clearly the stress levels being  felt currently by

Montrealers may be even more severe than that of earlier

periods. Especially revealing in this regard are the

commen ts of British Columbia academic and former

24 A. Sandborn, “Team play needed to sa ve Mo ntreal”

Mon treal Ga zette  (20 October 1996) A6.
25 “Chamber  chief finds Montreal is showing renewed

confidence” The G lobe & M ail (18 M arch 1 991) B 2. 
26 T. Thomas,  “The Opposition of Quebec’s English-speakin g

comm unity  to Sovereignty: Misco nception s of Iden tity” in

G. Lachapelle et al. , eds., L’Impact Référendaire  (Québec:

Presses de l’Université du Québec, 1995) at 132.

27 “Montreal deserves better from PQ” Mon treal Ga zette  (10

October 1996) B2.
28 “Separatist agenda is killing economy” Mon treal Ga zette

(12 October 1996) B4.
29 “Political uncertainty is the real issue” M ontreal G azette

(30 September 1996) B2.
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Montrealer,  André  Gerolymatos .  Gerolymatos’

comments are interesting because they reflect the

impressions of someone who endured the Montreal

experience during a previous period and w ho, after a

return visit to  the city, made the following observations

regarding the current Montreal experience:30

Montrealers have become experts at adjusting

themselves to the atmosphere of political

speculation and uncertainty that have

characterized the city since the Quiet

Revolution. We have endured the War

Measures Act, the election of the  Parti

Québécois, Bill 101, the 1980 referendum, the

debates leading up to the Meech Lake and

Charlottetown constitutional accords, the 1995

referendum and the countless constitutional and

linguistic crises. As h ave mo st Mon trealers, I

grew acclimatized to the political u ncertainty

that defines life  in Queb ec and, l ike many

Montrealers, I left the province ... So many

have moved, are planning to move or hope for

the opportu nity to leave Quebec. Within a few

days, I became aware of the degree of

apprehension and helplessness that had become

part of the social fabric of this great city.

The case of Montrealers is consistent with the

Lazarus and Folkman view that event uncertainty has an

immobilizing effect on the coping process of

anticipation; event occurre nce may req uire strategies

incompatib le with nonoccurrence — to move or not to

move. Single or multiple poten tial outcomes m ay lead to

multiple strategies which lead to mental confusion,

anxiety, fear, and excessive worrying. Th ese interfere

with cognitive functioning and might allow for strategies

that would be unimaginable  under normal circumstances.

These latter suggestions of Lazarus and Folkman help us

glean a greater unde rstanding of th e current Montreal

experience. Some Mo ntrealers would  like a return to the

Meech Lake solution, others prefer Quebec secession,

some — such as Howard Galganov — advocate “rights-

oriented” political protest, while others  still, advocate

partition. Clearly, the existence of potential outcomes has

led to multiple strategies that might interfere with the

cognitive functioning of Quebece rs and especially

Montrealers. This, in turn, might lead to undesired

consequences such as those which occurred outside the

city hall of Verdun (a district of southern Montreal) on

November 27, 1997. F ollowing a m eeting with the  city

council,  Canadian unity activists (partitionists) including

some seniors, were physically attacked by a group of

masked individuals who had been organized by former

convicted FLQ te rrorist Ra ymond  Villeneu ve. A

Canadian flag was also trampled and then burned.

Moreover,  this occurred while the Verdun police looked

on refusing to accord the un ity activists the full

protection of the law.31 

The referendum issue spans two decades. Lazarus

and Folkman caution that the duration of stressful events

is a two-edged sword. On the one hand it allows for

some degree of adaptation and the creation of coping

strategies. On the other hand, chronic stressors can wear

the person down psychologically and physically.

Gerolymatos’  analysis of Montrealers is consistent with

Lazarus and Folkman once again. The preceding quote

suggests  some degree of adaptation on the part of

Montrealers but he goes on  to note that chro nic stressors

appear to have worn d own many M ontrealers:32

There were years in M ontreal whe n people

argued and fough t over the referend um, the

constitution, signs, schools and Quebec

sovereignty and these were interesting and

stimulating times ... I look forward to resuming

these debates e ven for a  short w hile, but I

discovered that few wished to talk about the

political situation and those who did  expressed

fear and despondency. This was unlike the

1970s and 1980s, when  the major issues that

affected Quebec w ere debated in  style and with

substance. Coming back, I soon discovered

they had been reduced to petty squa bbles, in an

atmosphere of mean-spiritedness ... When I first

arrived in Vancouver, I found it a wonderful

place, prosperous with friendly people.

However, I believed it lacked the political

intensity that permeated Montreal. Upon

reflection, the political vibrancy I had  come to

know as part of Que bec has been  reduced to

fear of the unkno wn. On th e West C oast,

people  are no more o r less interested in  politics,

but have the luxury to put it in perspective.

They can afford to do so; the constitution and

Quebec sovereignty have little impact on the

residents of Vancouver. But M ontrealers must

gauge their futur e accord ing to the se issues. I t

can be exhausting.

Lazarus and Folkman suggest that ha ssles, the daily

interactions with the environment which are negative,

can take a significant toll on a person’s mental or

30 A. Gerolyma tos, “Embittere d city” Montreal Gazette (3

March 1997) B3.

31 D. MacPherson, “Villeneuve won’t go away” Montreal

Gazette  (29 November 1997) B-5.
32 A. Geroly matos, “E mbittered  city” M ontreal G azette  (3

March 1997) B3.
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physical health. Indeed hassles may be a more important

indicator of stress than life events: “It is best to view

hassles and life events  as supplem enting e ach othe r.”33

Thus for many, the question of a referendum has become

a hassle; a hassle which generates anxiety day in and day

out.

While  different social sciences study aggression and

violence in differing contexts, perspectives and

terminology, one major theme prevails. Violence is a

result of a process; there is a situation, an individual’s

perception and evaluation, and a choice to be made.

Central to evaluation an d choice is a cos t-benefit

appraisal.34 Although there are competing theories

relating stress to aggression, these are focused primarily

on the individual rather than the society. Nonetheless,

some investigation has be en made into  the relationship

between stress at a societal level and aggression.

Linsky, Bachman and Strauss have developed a

Social Stress index.35 Social stress can be viewed as a

manifestation of community to comm unity differences in

the occurrence of stressful life events. Social stress arises

from problems in c oping with  change — the greater the

number of changes, the higher the proportion of peo ple

who will have difficulty coping. Cultural principles

guide how individuals behave under stress. In a recent

multivariate  analysis which  includes both  individual and

social stress indexes, they  show that so cial stress is

significantly  related to aggression. These results are

consistent with some of their earlier work and together

tend to support a positive relationship between increases

in social stress and aggression.36

Fear of an unknown future, the possibility of great

changes in the relationship between individuals and their

world, individuals  and their immediate social group, and

the relationship between individuals and the broader

society have been causing anxiety and other forms of

stress in Quebec for decades. The observed results, flight

from the region, a myriad of proposed partial solutions,

confusion over what might or might not occur,

aggressive words , flag burning, and sporadic violence

were predictable. They remain predictable.

Coping and a Referendum
A sovereignty referendum generates four distinct

stress events; the campaigning leading up to the

referendum and the referendum vote itself, the political

responses to the referendum, the settlement of the

secession issue and, eventually, institutional changes.

The duration of this train of events might be as little as

six or seven months (for those pred icting inevitable

secession) to some period exceeding a year and possibly

much longer depending upon the nature of the

institutional changes to b e implemen ted. These eve nts

would  follow either a Yes or a No vote, but the concern

of this study is with a Yes vote.

The key feature of the se events  are great uncertainty

of considerable d uration, lack of d irect individual control

over unfolding circumstances, and a possibility of

considerable  change in social, economic and political

institutions. These features serve only to aggravate and

amplify the anxiety existing before the call for the

referendum. What was a significant hassle transforms

into a series of important life events as referendum

events unfold.

The uncertainties and the expectation of g reatly

changing self-identity have been identified as causes of

anxiety. The duration and lack of individual control over

circumstances compound the an xiety and stress created.

Thus, in addition to the individual stressors that would be

present in a Yes vote, there also are strong social

stressors which emanate from the disruption of self-

identity. All of this is anticipated by Deriennic, who

observes that it is not the predisposition of the population

which causes violence but the specific conditions which

that popula tion faces.37 Moreover, to the extent that

secessionists and non-secessionists view each other as

foreigners, there is a degree of “de-h umanizing ” with

respect to each other.38 Thus the perceived costs of

violent behaviour are reduced by this additional scope

for self-jus tification. 

Derriennic  suggests that the potential for violence is

between Quebecers rather than between Canada and

Quebec. While we agree with this view, there remains an

important interaction between the two in terms of non-

violent but provocative actions. These actions can be

perpetrated by small groups of individuals (flag

stomping) or may take the  form of strident co mments

from political leaders.39 The importance of these types of

behaviour should not be underestimated. Disagreement

33 Lazar us and  Folkm an, supra  note 18 at 312.
34 See for ex ample , A. C ampbe ll and J.J . Gibb us, eds .,

Violent Transactions (Basil  Blackwell ,  1986)  and R.B.

Felon and J.T . Tede schi, ed s., Aggression and Violence:

Social Interactionist Perspectives (Washington: Am.

Psycholog ical Ass., 1993).
35 A. S. Lin sky, R . Bach man a nd M . A. Strauss, Stress

Culture and Aggression (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1995).
36 Ibid. and A .S. Lin sky an d M. A. Strauss, Social S tress in

the United States: Links to Regional Patterns in Crime and

Illness (Dover, M ass: Aubu rn House , 1986).

37 Derrie nic, supra  note 2.
38 R. Johnson, “Institutions and the Promotion of Violence”

in Ca mpb ell and  Gibb us, supra  note 35 at 181-205.
39 Cairns in  Trent et al.  supra  note 5 at 79.
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during negotiations provide a setting for a Prisoner’s

Dilemma game. The best strategy in a Prisoner’s

Dilemma is characterized by cooperation and

forgiveness. Thus a tit-for-two-tats strategy is superior to

the tit-for-tat strategy.40 But if leading politicians were

quick to react before a referendum, what is to be

expected after a Yes vote? More competitive strategies

lead to increased defections (strident comments) and the

game can degenerate into con stant defections.

Canadians are averse to violence. This is expressed

commun ally through gun laws, the Somalia Commission,

the response to Montre al’s recent gang violence, the

status of the death penalty and a host of other everyday

actions. Thus sporadic acts of violence of any kind —

either physical (such as those of Villeneuv e and his

group) or verbal conflict or v erbal threats  (empty or no t)

— will lead to considerably heightened anxiety and

stress mo re gener ally. 

Since these problems will be faced by a large

number of individuals, there may be room for some

social planning to alleviate some of the stresses. The

primary objective of coping strategies is to impart to the

individual a greater sense of control over oneself. In

many cases, such strategies would include different

relaxation techniques, appropriate exercise and nutrition

regimes, and mod ification of lifestyles and behaviours.

Such strategies are personal in nature and are beyond the

scope o f political in terventio n. 

One coping strategy which we can presume has

existed for some time is inoculation, or sensitization. In

this technique, one imagines or experiences an anxiety-

provoking event and practices an appropriate response.

Since Canada has been actively engaged in the unity

issue for three decades, including two referendum s, there

have been many opportunities to adjust to the tensions

created. H owev er, a Yes v ote has n ot yet occ urred. 

Broader coping strategies which might be

considered are social support, the reduction of the

number of possible outcomes (uncertainty reduction),

and an increase in the co ntrol that an indiv idual can

realize. According  to Greenbu ry, “[s]ocial suppo rt is

belonging, being accepted, being loved, or being needed

all for oneself and not for what one can do.” 41 Reducing

the number of possible outcomes reduces the set of

strategies to be considered, thus reducing mental

confusion. This, in turn, increases cognitive functioning

and reduces the potential for unanticipated behaviou r.

Finally, introducing one certain event over which an

individual has control and which is indepen dent of all

other uncertain events, creates a benchmark strategy

against which other strategies can be compared. In the

next section we examine a broad social policy which

contains these coping strategies.

THE REPATRIATION ACT
A social coping plan which is independent of

political strategies is necessary. A rally  will not suffice.

A more convincing statement could take the form of a

promise of welcome to Quebecers, together with some

financial assistance for relocation in the event of a Yes

vote. The promise wo uld be unco nditional; indiv iduals

wishing to belong to C anada cou ld so choose regardless

of their individual characteristics. This promise w ould

establish at least one well defined and attainable option.

To ensure that this option is attainable, some sort of

financial compensation to defray relocation costs must be

available.

To give substan ce to such a commitment we

consider it to take the form of an Act of Parliament

(whether this must be the form  is discussed below). The

defining characteristics of the Act can be listed as

follows:

 

1. The provisions of the Act must c ome into forc e six

months from the day following a referendum or

other political act which would give d emocratic

authority  to the Government of Q uebec (as viewed

by the National A ssembly) to ne gotiate a succession

agreement with Canada. The eligibility provisions of

the Act must include all Canadian citizens who are

resident in Quebec as well as residents of Quebec

with valid immigrant status but not yet Canadian

citizens. The provisions of the act would be in force

for a minimum of two years after a Yes vote.

A six month waiting period is based upon two

factors noted by Stéphane Dion. First, there is some

consensus that much will b e learned with in six months of

a vote; negotiations will be quick or protracted. Second,

it serves as a “cooling off” period for citizens, rather than

politicians, as suggested by Gibson.42 The Act reassures

Quebecers  that they need n ot rush into decisions which

are irrevo cable or c ostly. 

The Act should not be contingent on the state of

negotiations. In dividuals w ill take these cond itions into

account before acting. Dion’s survey suggest s that

sporadic  violence is a possibility as a result of the

40 R. Axe lrod, The Evolution of Competition (New York:

Basic Books, 1984) at 22-54.
41 J. Gree nberg , supra  note 11 at 60. 42 Dion , supra  note 2 at 550.
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emotional charges which would be felt by many

following a Yes vote. The Act mu st allow citizens to act

in response to the fear of potential physical or

psychological violence. The “reservation state” created

by the Act allows individual citizens to weigh these costs

of uncertainty as well as others, be they economic or

political, ag ainst the c ost of rep atriation. 

Since the role of the act is to mitigate the effects of

anxiety and stress following a Yes vote, some limit must

be placed on its effective horizon. During the 1995

referendum, the Parti Québécois suggested that they

expected negotiations to take a minimum of one year.

Allowing some time for the consequent institutional

chang es to unfo ld require s a longe r horizon . 

2. The Act must provide financial assistance to defray

some of the expenses of repatriation. Such

assistance must be pre-defined  and quickly

accessible. The basic fina ncial assistance rate is

$10,000 per adult,  and $5,00 0 per non-a dult. Abuse

of the Act must be traceable, hence the assistance

should  be a formal loan agreement, possibly through

private financial institutions in the Canada that

might remain (as per student loan s). Interest would

be calculated at the prime rate but re-payments

would  be required only 36 months after the loan was

made. Upon proof of re sident status in Canada at

that time, the loan would be forgiven. The Act

would  provide for the safe and secure transportation

of all repatriating Canadians and their effects.

The cost of repatriation to individuals can be very

high. These transition costs include the cost of

relocation, loss of income and job security, and labour

market search costs. While it is impossible to

compensate for the loss of one’s home and community,

it is possible to offset some of the financial costs.

Anyone who wishes to be repatriated will suffer

transitional costs. This is not a  program to  reduce income

inequalities, thus, there is no need to screen applicants by

income. An address in Canada outside of Quebec with a

notarized letter from a landlord or other official to ensure

that the move will be or has been undertaken, would be

sufficient proof of intent. Benefits must be predefined

otherwise the reservation state is itself uncertain. The

reservation state m ust be clear and  unequivo cal.

The rate of assistance of $10,000 or $5,000 is

largely arbitrary but some numbers must be established

both to define the reservation state as well as to measure

anticipated program costs. This financial assistance does

not preclude any other forms of assistance made

available through this Act or the benefits which might be

proffered by Canadians or communities on their own

initiative.

3. The Act must ensure that repatriated Canadians are

treated as local residents  with respect to access to  all

social services. Those who left employment w ould

be treated as newly unemployed for the purposes of

employment insurance.

Additional consideration should be made for some

groups of individuals, in particular, post-secondary

students, and senior citizens. The Act must allow p ost-

secondary students enrolled in full time programs to

transfer to appropriate Canadian institutions without

academic  penalty. The Act must ensure that senior

citizens who wish  to repatriate will  be given appro priate

assistanc e in findin g suitable  accomm odation . 

4. The Act must no t restrict the locational choice of

repatriating Canadians.

Even though diffe rent locational ch oices imply

different costs, the right of all Canadians to freedom of

movement must be respected. Moreover, the positive

social support which is desired by the act requires this

freedom.

Neutrality of the Act
The Act does not address issues which might arise

in any negotiations about the Quebec-Canada

relationship  either before or after a referendum  and is

thus neutral with respect to political strategies which

might arise in this regard. The Act is marginally non-

neutral with respect to individual choices after a

referend um resu lt favouri ng seces sion. 

The provisions of the Act reduce the cost of

relocation only for a subset of “No” voters; namely,

those who perceive the offered state as a potentially

acceptable  state. Within this subset, there are those who

might relocate regardless of th e Act. The A ct merely

relaxes the binding fin ancial constraints  of those who

would  wish to relocate but could not do so otherwise.

Thus the degree of repatriation w hich might o ccur is only

partially related to the Act. Moreover those most affected

by the Act are those who are  least mob ile, a group which

includes, in general, those with lesser assets, lesser

income, and less mob ile human cap ital. This is precisely

the case in which the Act has its most beneficial effects

for it is this group which faces the anxiety and loss of

control over events without any clear potential coping

strategy. The alternative coping strategies include the

potential for violence, increased alcohol and drug abuse,

and beh aviours  which  lead to fam ily strife. 

The Act may be non-neutral in its effect on

referendum voting. However there is no w ay to assess

which way the vote might be biased. Some might argue
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that our plan’s potential to facilitate events after

secession might encourage Quebec voters to consider

secession as an option. We believe that such thinking

would be discouraged by the potential depopulation of

Quebec, the splitting of its families, the loss of human

and financial capital, and the diminished ability to tax

and provide serv ices that would  result from our

relocatio n packa ge. 

An Act agreed to by all provinces and enacted by the

provinces may have greater appeal to neutrality since it

would  separate the role of the federal government in

post-referendum negotiations from supervising the

provisions of the Act. How ever, pan-provincial success

in this undertaking would suggest the appro priateness of

an Act created by the Governm ent of Canada. Moreo ver,

enacting such legislation a t the provincial lev el could

give rise to questions regarding the legitimacy of the

federal government after a referendum. Thus the Act

would  have a strong claim to neutrality if enacted by the

Federa l Gove rnmen t. 

An important feature of this proposal is that the Act

would  enhance the prestige and viability of some form of

Canadia n state both before and after a referendum. By

offering tangible help to distressed friends and fellow

citizens, Canadian s would no  longer expe rience the guilt

and powerlessness resulting from the complaints of

abandonment that have emanated from Quebec (and

English-speaking Quebece rs in particular) in the past. At

the same time, the compassion and cooperation

embodied by the Act reflects the very qualities which

serve as the build ing blocks of Canadian identity in the

evolvin g nation al project. 

CONCLUSION
This paper has examined the stresses being placed

on Canadians, and particularly the anxiety being felt by

Canadians in Quebec as a result of the impending

Quebec referendum. A brief examination of some of the

political science literature on the subject considered

some of the prognostications that have been made in  the

event of a referendum result favouring the separation of

Quebec from Canada. Also considered were suggested

institutional changes which have been offered as

solutions to the unity issue including “Plan B” and

threats of p artition. 

A defining characteristic of the literature is

multidimensional uncertainty and possibly a very

protracted period of uncertainty coupled with

considerable institutional change. These uncertainties (be

they political, economic or legal) and ongoing

institutional change can be expected to increase anx iety

and stress felt by all Canadians, but particularly by

Quebecers. The effects can be seen in the current

attitudes of many Mon trealers and, in some instances,

has led to control-seeking mechanisms such as the

declarations of many Montreal municipalities that they

would remain part of Canada regardless of any

referendum result in favour of some form of secession.

There are a number of mechanisms designed to deal

with anxiety and stress. Broader coping strategies

include social support, the reduction of the number of

possible  outcomes (uncertainty reduction), and an

increase in the control that an individual can realize over

events. Reducing the number of possible outcomes

reduces the set of strategies to b e considered  thus

reducing mental confusion. This, in turn, increases

cognitive functioning and reduces the potential for

irrational, unanticipated behaviour.

Plan B is an attempt to  control even ts, but it in no

way reduces the number of poss ible outcomes. Indeed,

considerable  anxiety would ensue as a  result of partition

and examples of similar partition in other parts of the

world  reveal that there would  be a distinct possibility for

violence. How would the  newly sovereign Q uebec react?

How would the rest of Canada react? How would the

international commun ity react? Clearly , anxiety, stress,

and uncertainty are not alleviated.

The argument presented here  is that some action can

be taken at the political level which  would serv e to

reduce the anxiety of Canadians in Quebec as well as the

rest of Canada independently of political strategies of the

federal or provincial g overnmen ts in the unity  debate. To

this effect, we propose a repatriation act designed to

provide a strategy neutral response to the build-up of

anxiety and stress which surrounds any referendum

debate and the afterma th of the referend um. The act is

designed for those individuals least able to relocate

themselves geographically despite feeling alienated and

unjustly trapped in a newly created sovereign state. It is

these very indiv iduals who w ould be mo st likely to

disrupt or be disrupted by their new society. Indeed, we

would  encourage the government of the newly sovereign

Quebec to offer a similar package to individuals living

outside of the new state who would like to settle there

despite la cking th e resourc es to do so . 

Advocates of “Plan B” a rgue that to lose a

significant portion of its po pulation and of its territory

would  represent a crisis for any country. These advocates

also argue that “Plan B” would be a legal obligation for

Canada under the United Nations Universal Declaration
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of Human Righ ts.43 To have such a crisis  loom for years

without any plan to limit  the damage and safeguard tho se

who dissent from such revolutionary change, would be

the height of irresponsibility w hich “Plan C ” attempts to

address.

The proposed Repatriation Act answers the need for

some form of plan to  exist to reassure and calm some of

those feeling alienated and dislocated in the face of a

potential secessionist vote. Furthermore, the Act will be

able to achieve this goal without raising the anxiety-

generating uncertainties or the potential for violence

inherent in “Plan B.” O ur “Plan C”  could be criticiz ed

for its potential to generate  delusion. Indeed some might

argue that our plan’s p otential to smooth  events after a

Yes vote might encourage Quebec voters to consider

secession as an option. On the other hand  such voters

might be dissuaded b y the econom ic and social cos ts

predicted to occur after a secessionist vote. Furthermore,

it is irresponsible for there to be no consideration of

strategies in the event that “Pla n A” or “Pla n B” fail,

howe ver disco mforting  the thou ght of su ch a resu lt. 

It should not be expected that the relocation

allowances will be sufficient to placate the concerns of

Quebec federalists. Nor is it expected that the allowances

could eliminate desires for partition in the event of

Quebec secession. At the very  least, the Act will help

alleviate some of the worry, frustration, even anger on

the part of those with the fewest resources and, therefore,

least able to relocate geographically, who could become

partitionists by default. If nothing else, surely we as

Canadia ns can offer tangible help to distressed friends

and family. For these reasons, we have propo sed this

small step; an Act of repatriation.�
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